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INVESTIGATIOMS ON TER DOWMWASH BEHIED”A
TAPIUUCD WING WITH ~SELA(3B AND PROPELLER*
By H. tiuttray
.
SUMMARY
The new downwash measurement behind a tapered wing
with parallel center eectlon described in the present re-
port can be brought into good agreement with theoretical
calculations If made on the basis of not-rolled-up vortex
sheet and allowance Is made for the lowering of the sheet.
The test values are about 10 higher than the ‘upper limitm
established for it, as against approxlmatel”y 0.50 In the
earlier tente behind a rectangular ad elliptical wing.
The measurement on lateral axes, especially if lying be-”
low the wing on a level with the vortex train, dltaclosed
In accord with the lift distribution, a marked change in
angle over the span of the tail in contrast to the rectan-
gular and elliptical wing.
The downwash measurements on the low-wing model with-
out propeller running indicate only a minor effect of fuse-
lage on the downwash with “ideal” fuselage In comparison
to ‘wing alone.” But for ‘angular” fuselage, the effect,
even though it aleo extends onl? over a comparatively nar-
row width, is quite pronounced, that is, In the sense of
an Improvement in static longitudinal stability.
The downwash measurements on low-wing models with pro-
peller running diecloee a very strongly expreaaed slipstream
twlet In vicinity of the tail despite the rectifying effect
of the wing. There are other disturbed downwash zonee to
both sides of thie twist regicn. The prefix of the die-
turbancee - of different extent to left and right - in In
these zones the opposite of that of the slipstream tw3st.
*llUntersuchungen llber deri’Abwlnd h’in’ternelnem Trap6zflUgel
mlt Rumpf und’Schraube.U Luftfahrtforschung, vol. 15, no.
3, March 20, 1938, pp. 101-122.
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The downwash dltatribution over a-lateral axis approxi-
mately in tall vicinity -. the.came holds for the velocity
distribution in the slipstream also - becomes very unsym-
metrical with increasing angle of attack as a result of the
yaw of the propeller.
The magnitude of taupplementar~ angle of downwash aver-
aged over a span of *0.3 of that of the wing, with propel-
ler running (compared to model without it) amounts at the
most (at maximum angle of attack and maximum propeller
loading) to no more than about 1.5° at wiqg level. For
fixed angle of attack the angle of additional downwash
grows linearly with the propeller loading. It la greater
on the low-wing model with anglular fuselage than on that
with ideal fugelage. It IEI - like the mean angle of down-
wash of the low-wing models without propeller - materially
influenced by the height level of the tail.
In a stability comparison of both models at equal full
throttle polar, the model with angular fuselage Is superior,
the consideration concerning an airplane of conventional
design, that 1s, in our case, with body-fixed horizontal
tail surface. Again thi.e is primarily associated with the
dissimilar couree of the mean angle of downwash on the
height level of the tail.
With assumedly wind-fixed horizontal tall surface,
I.e., constant level c at increasing a, the stability
increases enormously. ~further in.rease may be looked for
if, with changing a, not only the tall but the “fuselage
with slipstream” as well remain wind-fixed (say by changing
the wing Incidence relative to the fuselage).
A. INTRODUCTION
Marlier studies on the downwash behind wings of rec-
tangular and” elliptic plan form (reference 1).related to
the question of dependence of downwash behind a wing on the
data of the wing alone, whereby temporarily, to be sure,
merely different plan forms were included in the investiga-
tion. It was found that tho down?ash coeff}cionts differed
considerably in cbrresporiden”ce with tho different llft dis-
tributions of the explored wings. The present lnvestiga-
.tion was to treat other essential factora governing the
magnitude of the downwash~ They are particularly: bhe fu-
selage and the propeller slipstream. As t%e present inves-
Ii
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“ tigation wai to fOli QWai. closely as po9sible the previous
. ..studies,. a w~ng of different plan”form without twist was
chosen purposely. m “ - -:-..... -1-.,...-..--. . . .
. .
.m.
. .
B. MODEL DESCRIPTION AMJ3 POL&lS Or ~HE
.“ ..
The three-piece tapered .wirigwith rectangular center
“section and roun”ded tips is Illustrated in figure 1. .The
employerl ”Gottingen airfoil sectitsn No. 747 *S A pure
.“
Jo-akowsky airfoil with Q = 0.10 and ~= 0.125. The
ta 1
twper ratio 11s
— = 0.333-, the ratio of center-”section
ti b,
sfian to total wing span Is Q = 0.17. The choice of these
b
particular ratios was prompted by the desire for an approx-
“ Imately elliptic lift ~istributlon (reference 2). -The span
of the aodol was 1.0 m. .
Tho described wing ma-s successively fitted with dif-
ferent bodies In low-wia~ arrange~ent, as inillcated in
fi~ure 1. The ISaagular body” resembles in Its”design that
.commonly used in .alrpl.anc construction, while the “ideal
bodyii evinces h progressive transition from maximum body
height to profile chord of the wing. 3ody and flllots
wore In ono pieco and on tho low wing with ideal body took
the .placo of the rectangular cen,ter section. .
The axis of the angular body which coincides with the
propeller axis has a 3~ incidence relative to the-profile
chord of t“he wing. The choice for this rather large angle
was prompted by the desire to bring out the flow around
the wing and thus emphasize” the flownwash. The shape of the
so-called liidealmbodyii on” the other hand was to avoid such
flows as muck as possiblo. The lateral contour of tho ideal
body resulted, according to previously applied method (ref-
erence 3), from the streadl$ne pattern of “wing alone,”
i.e., it was adapted to the flow around the wing prescribed
for a certain angle of attack af the wing, wh$ch amounted
to 30, corresponding to a value of Ca = 0.9. Yor “wing
alone” and. for lllow wing with ideal body” this angle of.
attack accordlhgly had to give approxi~tely the same lift
c“
.a* Anji the polars (fig. 2) conf~rm this”’expectation quite
..
—— .
!
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clo8el.y. But “on the “low wing with angular body” by reason
of form and incidence of the body. relative to the wing an
equal Ca value of ‘wing alone” and ‘wing with body” was
not to occur until at a higher angle of attack.. This angle
lies at around a = 9° a.ccordlng to the pobrs of figure 2.
The comparatively large angle of setting of the ‘langu-
“ lar bodyti necessitated on the low-wing model a small cut-
awa~ at the trailing edge which, however, could have had no
special effect on the polar and the downwash conditions.
Inversely the wing area of the Illow-wing. model with ideal
body” Is increased through ths win~ roots. The difference .
in the camx values of the polars are probably connected
with it.
The propeller Is mounted approximately at 1/4 of half
the propeller diameter aver the wing chord and at about 3/4
of the diameter ahead of the wing center. I The inclination
of the propeller axis to the profile cnord on both low-wing
models Is 30 in the sense of analr flow of the pressure side
of the profile through the slipstream. The propeller diam-
eter is equal to 0.2 b (b = span of model), the ratio of
swept-disk area to wing area is 1:4.5. The counter-clock-
wise rotating propeller is of the type S1 F= Al ?1 from
N.A.C.A. Technical Report No. 141 (referenc~ 4). The pitch
isH= 0.7 D (fig. 3).. Neither the performance coefficients.
nor tho slipstream deflection or twist were measured on the
propeller running by itself. The characteristic curves
(fig. 4) of the propeller running alone were taken from
N,A.C.A. Report Ho. 141 (reference 4). The dashed curve
indicates the k
IF?
values based respectively on tho polar
of the “low-wing model with ideal fuselage and the Cw
values of figure 70 “
The forces with “propeller running were measured at
seven anglesof attack. Lift, drag, and pitching moment .
were measured at increasing r.p.m. , including the r.p.m.
range between zero thrust and stopped propeller (once ver-
tical, onoe horizontal).
C. T3ST PROCEDURE AND EVALUATION
In contrast with the earlier measurements (reference
1), which were carried out In tunnel I of 2.25 m diameter
at the AVA G6ttingen, the present measurements were made
In ‘small tunnel[l (tunnel II) OS the AVA. Having enlarged
. .
1
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the open Jet with an elliptic nozsle of 1.5 m width and
1.05 m depth it was >ossible “to retain the same model span:
.-.. ~..,- .
..-. .
..-, ..: .. .
..*
Because of the small jet section of 1.2 @as compared
to the 4.0 m= of tunnel I w~th 2.25 m diameter, the correc-
tions, necessary for reduc~ng the data from the “small tun-
nel” to infinltelj great stream section were of course sub-
stantially greater. Tneso were computed on the basis of
the report by 1. Lotz ‘on the. corrections of dowtiwash In tho
opon jet of el,llptic soctlon (reference 5), whereby the lift
“ served as a basis for equalcoefficient of the “wing”alone .
angle of “attack of the models IIwlng alone, u Ilwing with fu-
selage” and “wing with fueelago and propeller runnlngn.
The doynwash factors are presented. %n a nondim~nsional
system of coordinates, with Its zero point in the aerodynam-
ic center of the mean line of the wing. In the separate
graphs of the angles of downwash “for ‘i~ing alone” these an-
gles are, as in the earlier invostigatio~~ (reference 1) al-
so given nondlmensionally. It ifi
2 is distance of the test point from the bound vor-
tex In direction of the longitudinal axis down-
stream
q, distance of teat point from thn plane of symmetry
of the wing in lateral axis direction (+q=
starboard wing)
h, distance of test point in vertical axis direction
(+ h = suction side, - h = pressure side)
aw
—s coefficient of downwash
ai
The reason for plotting the angles of downwash on the
low-wing models In radians was due to tho fact - as .tho
test data will prove - that in the dow~wash the twist of
the sllpstroam”is very pronounced, whereas there $la no rea-
son to refet the same additional downwash duo to twist at
variuble lift and equal coeffl’cient of advance to the vari-
able, Induced angle of attack.
%
---
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The first downwaeh measurements behind the models
without propeller running were made with small silk threads
because the dual tube downwash recorder used in the earlier
““studios (reference 1) was not available, though it did ar-
rlvo in tiime for the teeta on models with propeller running.
To afford a better comparison of the test data “with” and
‘Without propeller running,” a great portion of the down.
wash measurements behind the models ‘without propeller run-
ning” were repeated with tlie dual tube downwash recorder.*
At this place only a very few of the comparative curves
plotted by the two methods will be shown, while for the
rest the more exact results achieved with the dual tube in-
strument will he given.
l
Ylgure 5 illustrates - nondimen~ionally - for llw~ng
alone” the results obtained on three lateral axes at dis-
tance cl”= 1.0 from the wing. The agreement is, in general,
good, except for the lateral axis in the pressure-side posi-
tion ~h =-0.2, where greater discrepancies exist.
The cause of this is th.%t this lateral axis lies exactly
at the height of tho maximum downwash values, as seen from
figure 6. It includes, for Instance, the comparison between
thread measurement and dual tube record for a vertical axis
located at distanco 62 = 1.0 for ‘Q = 0.12. It Is seen
that the points of the thread measurements in proximity of
the maximuu values were figured as one-sided scattering
points, resulting in the sashed curve. (The peak in the
vertical-axis curves was not expected after the results of
the earlier measurements on the elliptical and rectangular
wing (reference 1). (cf. fig. 15.)) The air speed for these
downwash measurements was v = 21.0 m/s.
1. 3’ORCX MEASUREMENTS
.-
Tho results of the force measurements are shown non-
dimensionally in figures 7 to 9 for the “low wing with ideal
fuselage” and in figures 10 to 12 for lllow wing ~ith angular
fuselageil plotted againat the reciprocal value of the coef-
ficient of advance lU- = -. The graphs for ca and Cw
Av
*some special experiences gained with this instrument are
to be publiehed in “Luftfahrtforschung. “
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againbt : (fi%s. 7, %. 10, and 11) alao contain pieces
.. 3 range. .Theseof-’cuives ext”tind.ingonly over -a -limited v
pieces indicate the values at”.whit.h the downwash was re-
corded. The graphs for Cw against ~ (figs. 7 and 10)
contain, moreover, ag dashed lines the coefficients of the
IIroference measurements, U I.e., In this case of the measure-
ments with propeller. removed. The Intersection of these
straight lines with the curves gives the coefficient of ad-
vance for thrust equal zero. To the left of this Intersec.
tion the propeller operates as (decelerated) windmill. The
maximum additional drag In this range is therefore not cre-
ated with stopped propeller but at a value of u/v located
much closer to the point for zero thrust, more exactly, at
th~ point for maximum torque output. At point ~= O the
A
smaller Cw values are on the whole applicable to the pro-
peller blades in vertical position.
The polars, figures 13 and 14, are developed frdm fig-
ures 7 to 12. They Indicate that the lift coefficient at
equal angle of attack corresponding to the low-wing arrange-.
ment inoreases with decreasing coefficient of advance, al-
though this rise IS not very Important. As the coefficient
of advance decreases, the cm value increases again.
v
II. DOWNWASH M3ASURIWENCS
1. Scope of Measurements
For ‘wing alone.tithese measurements extended over an
angle-of-atta~k rang-e from a = -4° to a = +15°; for ‘low
wing with Ideal fuselage 11and propeller running, they in-
cl~ded a.= 3.lN, a = 6.8°, and cc”= 10.60, and for ‘low
wing with &ngular fuselagen over a = -0.6°, +3.16°, 6.85C,
and 10.60: Onthe model with ideal fuselage; the measure-
ments were made at a = 3.16.0 for five different r.p.m. -
one.a,t zero thrnet and one in. t.be wlmdmlll range of r.p.m. -
and at a = 6.85° and 10.6° at-one r.p.-mi each for approxi-
mately horl%ontal flight (Cw =0).. On the ‘low wing with
angular fuselage IIthe measurament”s were made at ev-ery angle
of attack for three r.p.m., wh~ch llkewi”se. rknged aiound
Cw = 0. ..-, .
. .
I
/
i
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Thus the measurement was not extended very much into
the climbing renge (high propeller loading). Nevertheless,
it will be sebn that extrapolation affords some safe pre.
dictions concerning the climbiug range (figs. 48, 49, 64,
and 65). For the time being the principal aim was to cre-
ate a general picture of the flow phenoaeaa around the tail
with propeller running and different fuselage forms. This
also explains our preference for the point-by-point measure-
ment with the dual tube Instrument which at the same time
allows accurate averaglag. It was also the reason for the
searching vslocltY distr~bution measurement - although only
on the low-wing model with angular fuselage and only at one
angle of attack and one coefficient of advance in vicinity
of the tail (ci= 1.0).
The downwa.sh measurements were largely effected In a
transverse plane at c1 = 1.0 distance from the wing, ex-
tending over three to six lateral axes and three vertical
axes. On the low-wing models they were supplemented by
measurements on two horizontal axes above or below the fu-
.
selage In the plane of eymmetry of the modal and to the
right and left of the fuselage at height ~h = O, although
the measurements did not include different r.p.m. for all
axes. Individual reference meaeureuents, moreover, must be
obtained by interpolation. On the ‘wing alone” It further
includefl the longitudinal axis at wing height and in the
plane of symmetry.
2. Aspect of Downwash..Cnrves
a. Wing Alone .
Vertical axea ~- Flgur@ 5 shows for a = 6,80 the
nondimo”nsional angles of downwash on a vertical axis at
distance
‘2 = 1.0 and approximately in the plane of sym-
metry of the wing at Eq = 0.12.. These values may be
equated t.o those of the-plane of symmetry, because the .
downwash figures do not change within a certain range In
the transverse direction. Except for the peak, the curve
resembles that of the rectangular and elliptical wing (ref-
erence 1) (fig.. 18). A wide rango of maximum values 18
distinctly noticeable in the pres’sure side flow, i.e., at
negative Ch values, but not however - as would be expect- .
.
ed on the basis of the calculation with a simple trailing
—. .—
I
.
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vortex (reference. 1)*
- at approximately wing holght and
the drop of the downwash values toward both sides of the
peak .is;-~ntrar~-bo- the theorebieal. curve for the simple
trailing vortex, unsymmetrical and greater. The peak of
. the curve” in figure 6 lies (dual-tube record) in viclnlty
of the etagnatlon point mtreanlllne an shown by a relative
evaluation of the normal axle curves of the earlier meas-
ured elliptical wing (reference 1), which at the samo time
Included a measurement of the position of the rear stagna-
tion point streamline”.
To establlsh the effect of finite wing chord on the
downwash curves of the vertical axis (the same .us”edin the
earlier tests) (reference 1) the streamline pattern for air-
foi% Xo. 387 In two-dimensional flaw was
T
lotted according
to the K&rm&-Trefftz method (reference 6 . The lift co-
efficient was ca = 1.156, corresponding to the circulation
at wing center with a mean Ca value of Ca = 1.0 for a
rectangular wing of 1:5 aspect ratio. The angleO of down-
wash were taken from the Streamline pattern. We also ccm-
puted these for the same circulation
for thcicase of the lifting line. Referring the
‘h and
‘2 values to a fictitious span cf b = 5 t the expression
then reads:
c1 57.3
%0 =
.“
The result is shown in figure 15, whore the anglqs of
downwash for finite wing chord and the ‘iliftlng l~nem- are
plctted against Ch. Tho curves for the former are not as
flat as those for” ~he” ‘lifting lineil and drop asymmetrica-
lly. They thereforo resemble the experimental curves better
*The formula on page 32’ of referkpce 1 ~pits the faptor’O.5
In the second term cf the denominator; which conditions ver-
tical axis asymmetry. But it does not affect t4e result.
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especially in the proximity of the wing. But since they “
do not discloee a distinct range of maximum values on the
pressure side, the asymmetrical course of the downwash
values for greater wing distaaces still remains unexplained.
so, if the simple trailing vortex substituted for the free
vortex sheet and the finite wing chord fail to give the ex-
perimentally obtained variation of the downwash values, the
only thing left IS to revert to the vortex ~heet. Any
eventual rolling-up processes are provisionally considered
subordinate. By ‘trolling-up” is meant, in accord with
earlier reports (references 7, 8, and 9) pr-lmarlly tho
aov~ment, associated with the rolling up of tho ~ortex shest,
of the inside lying free vortices away from t-ho plane of
sya~etry of the wing toward the outside and of the tnward
motion of the vortices lying at the edge of the sheet’ up to
the final concentration into two plain separate marginal
vortices or vortex trains. This omission Is -de on the
basis of the change in Iomwash magnltudo by irregularities
tn lift distributions consiste.ltly observod in the present
downmash studies eve~ at greater dista~ce behind tho wing.
This is pertlcularl: plain on the lateral axlg curvo~ of-
f~gure 5 (du~l-tube r~cord), Tho c=!~ge in downwash valuo
Is especially pronouncefl for Ch = -0.2. The curve itself
iS unsymactrical and ~indulstory. The fluctuations ca~ot “
be ascribed to the predotermiaed flow because It manifests
no directional changes nccording to i’lguro 16.* It can
be laid only to the given lift distribution, which in turn,
owing to Inaccuracies in aodel fabrication, itself bccoaes
unsymmetrical. The inference that the rollia~-up process
or the lateral motion of the free vortices ie subordinate
was furt”ner concluded from the tests with propeller running
as they manifested very dlsti~ctl~, eve.1 at greater dis-
tance froa the wing (near the tail) asifle froa the twiet of
the slipstream a range 01’ nonuniformly cLanging downwash
values extending to the right and left beyond the slipstream
as compared to ‘twing alone.”
Applying these facts to the downwash curves of the ver-
tical axes (fig. 6) the’ following argumor.ts may be advaacod:
since the outward aotion of the free vortices In proximity
of the plane of sya~etr~ of t-he wing is uegliglble they can,
by sufficient strei,gth, because of their small distance fro~
the plane of sy~lhotry. develop a verJ pron.ounccd effect upoa
*The saoother parallelleu of the jet is probably due to the
eaployaent of the elliptical cone. Tho uge of the earlier
circular cone was accoqanied by pronounced directional
fluctuations.
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the course of the downwash on the vertical axis lylng in
the--plane of symmetry (a.rgum.entadv.anc.edby H. )fulth,opp).
These vortices near the plane of symmetry, moreover, ~le,
as a resutlt of the sinking of the vortex sheet with the
downwash, below the
‘2 axis and so produce the afore.
mentioned one-sided range of high downwash coeffloients.
Eurtheri It may be stated that the marginal portions
of the vortex sheet do not diminish in the same measure
as the inside portions. The marginal vortices rather lie -
as the earlier elliptical wing study (reforonce 1) also in-
dicated - approximately at wing height. The maximum value
of the downwash component due to the marginal vortices
therefore lies about on the c1 axis (cf. reference 18).
The superposition of two assumedly separate theoreti-
cal downwash curves for marginal and lnisde vortices gives
the actually unsymmetrical course of the curves, which, de-
pending upon the strengtil of the marginal and Inside vor-
tices - affected by the lift distribution - is varyingly
dlatlnct.
According to the foregoing, a fairly good agreement
obtains betwnen the theoretical and e~orimental values “
when plotting a theoretical curve for a nonrolled-up vortex
sheet and then shifting it approximately by the amount of
the sinking of the vortex ehoet.
Starting with a given lift distribution known from
reference 10, 11, or-12 we obtain with
w F:aw=- and k = —
V+ll
. r. .
the following expr~ssion for the vertical axis In the plane
of symmetry “
.
az
—. —
‘1
12
where
f
r,
rO,
F,
w,
u,
v,
The
The
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Is current coordinate
+
circulation at point ~
circulation at wing center
mean circulation
vertical interference velocity
horizontal Interference velocity
wind velocity
wing is assumed as lifting line.
lift distribution of the given tapered wing was
interpolated from the collected data of Fuchs an$ Hopf (ref-
erence 11) (fig. 17). The drop in lift distribution at the
wing tip was approximated with
r 1/a
— = 1525 (1 - Q
r.
within the limits ~ = G.96 to 1.0, and the share of this
range onthedownwasfi computed by slmoloa~proxlmation
(sq~are terms disregarded].
0.20 tho lift distribution
rl
—=
- 0.875 Cqa
r
and tho
o
Yor-the range-if Cq = O to
was approximated with
integral within
‘q
= O to 0.96
wan graphically defined. In view of the chosen high-dis-
tance factor cl = 1;0 the denod.natbr term was put as
before (reference 1) equal to 1.
The theoretical curve for nonrollpd-up vortex sheet Is
shown In figure 6, with the computed curve shifted by the
amount ~h = -0.2. The result is approximately the same as
that obtai+ned with the dual tube recorder at a = 6.8°, ..
while the nondisplaced curve* computed for the trailing
*There is no cause for a displacement as the marginal vor-
tices lie - as Otated - at wing height. But shifting the
downwash curve computed for the trailing vortex also by En =
-0.2, affords, of course, a better agreement with the meas-
ured values, as the peaks of the curves then are at the same
height .
I
vortex is not even
mental. ..Th~s.mthen
.....
ure 6.
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approximately in aocord with the experi-
e~lains the peak of the curves in flg-
.,- ,.. -——. ..
Figure 18 shows the same for the previously measured
elliptical wing (reference 1) at cx= 8~60. Since “the po-
sition of its rear stagnation point streamline in the plane
of symmetry had also been defined (wak~ measurement), the
amount ~~h of the reduction was thus known. It iS A~h =
-0.24 according to figure 19 of reference 1. The peak or -
maximum value of the recorded downwash curve of the normal
axis lies at Ch = -0.24, thus affording almost perfect
agreement between peak pos~t~on and height of vortex sheet.
If the peak of tho theoretical curvo for nofirolled-up sheet
Is made to coincide with the peak of recorded downwash
curve, then the shanks of tho curves also coincide again
approximately. Tho remaining discrepancies between the
theoretical and experimental values of figures 6 and la are
probably due to other than the different heights of marginal
and Inside vortices, to the necessary but still not quite
exactly known correction factors for finite slipstream sec-
tion for normal axes. Besides, the experimental value Ic
higher as a result of the finite chord effect (fig. 16).
From the foregoing it is seen that.comparatively good
agreement obtains between theoretical and experimental val-
ues if the lateral dlsplaceinents of the free vortices are
neglected. The vertical displacements (sinking of vortex
sheet), on the contrary, may not be disregarded. (This
statement oorrects the opposite assumption of the earlier
report (reference l)). To be sure, this applies only to
the region of flow behind the inner part of a wing, that
1s, In the range of the tall.
Longitudinal axes. - This brings us to the dlacusslon
of the downwash factors measured on the longitudinal axes.
E’igure 19 presents the curves measured on longltqdi~nal .,.
axes through the coordinate origin in plane of sympetry
(dua~ tube instrument] at different a, ‘along with .th.e- .
oretical curves for the substitute trailing vortex (IK=
0.74) and an ‘upperir and “lower” limit similar to the ,
original report (reference 1), Of course, the ‘uppern lim-
it Is not meant to be Interpreted-as in that report”ti.There
the “u per”
7
limit In accord with Helmbold~5 report [refer-
ence 8 presented the values obtained with’noprolled-up
vortox sheet and elliptical lift distribution, But liOW
the “upper 11limit .appltes to those values which are obtained
.
... ——
—-.— — .
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fcr ‘nonrolled-up vortex sheet with the lift dlstrlbutlon
belonging to predetermined wing. This step was taken since
It ~ecame manifest that the “upper limit” of” potential llft
distributions on tapered wings can be considerably more re-
mote from the trailing vortex curve than when distributed .
elliptically and fits the experimental values better.
HOW essential this difference is may be seen from fig-
ure 20, which proeents the “upper limits” for the different
lift distributions over the various wings. Tho expression
for these curves reads:
o
The Integral for Cq = O to 0.96 was obtalnod
graphically, that for
‘q ‘-:0.96 to 1.0 mathematically.
B’igure 19 is very much like that obtained previously for
the elliptical wing. Due to the fact that the nonrolled-
up sheet affords the best actual values, provided the sink-
ing of the vortex train im allowed for, a t~lorable agree-
ment of the meaeured curves with the “upper” limit must
follow If instead of the values at
~n = O against
.’ ‘1
we”plot the maximum values of these measnred on the verti-
cal axes. Plotting in.figure 21 the maximum values of
the normal axis downwash curves of all recorded angles of
attack, it is seen that, as in figure 5, they lie In prox-
imity of the upper limit curve.
“Figure 22 presents the corresponding data for all an-
gles o.f attack of the earlier elliptical wing study (ref-
erence .1). Tho greater the angle “of attack is the closer,
In both cases, the maximum experimental values with dual-
ttie recor’der approach the’tipperi’ limit. On the tapered
wing, the difference is only about 1°, on the elliptical
wing only about 0.5°. On the rectangular wing, It should “
bo even less and on the wing with tapered lift distribution
correspondingly higher.
Lateral axe A.- As example of the ,measurements .on the
lateral axes of “wing alone u at E = 6.8°, Bee figure 5.
The marked change In downwash In relation to % in con-
trast to the earlier measurements on the elliptical and
..
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rectangular wing has already been pointed out. The lateral
axtfi ‘~h= lies, as eeen from figure S,-Ob2 at- al= 6~80. ...
exactly at height of the iaaximum downwash ValueE. “Thus “
this late,ral axis ourve is comparable with a theoretical
curve for nonrolled-up vortex sheet, bocauso the lateral
axis lies in the vortox sheet. The mathematloal eqroselon
for It read~ \
Thio expression also was evaluated graplilcall~.
YigUre 5 showe”. apart from the parallel displacement -
the goofi agreement; thus proving anew that the lateral vor-
tex.motion during the rolling-up process play~.nonessential
part. .
b) Low-Wing Model with Ideal Fuselage
First we dlsouss the dowuwash on the ‘low wing with
Ideal fuselage, IIbecause the ideal fuselage influences the
flow of the “wing alone” very llttlo only, whence this ar-
rangement with propeller ru%ning may, within a restricted
augle of attack range, equally be termed “wing with propel-
ler r.unn~ng, n expeelally if reflecting that the propeller
axis lies above the wihg.
~
..
..
S = 21J& Q ~lgure 23 shows the results of.eight lat-
eral.axes at d~~tqnce cl = 1.0 for a = 3.15°. Thle an-
gle a = 3.15° is distinguished by the fact that the pro-
pelldr axlm.and the.tindlsturbed flow direction are exactly
coincident , tihat 1s, sub~ect to a certain yaw only as a re-
sult of the upflaw” before the wingti The.coefficient of ad-
vance Is h.= 0.2. It.also.3m . .. . “
..
. . . .
!3.” .“’=~84.. . .
..’ .c~=~
: v“ rprop ‘ .
. ..—
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if S ie the drag difference of the reference polar and
of the polar with h =.0.2. The lift coefficient is ca =
0.915. (The Ca Talues In text and diagrams refer to
“wing alone” at the same a. )
Talcfng the “reference meamzrements’’,n.wing alone”, and
“wing with fuselage’t by themselves, it Is seen that the
l
Ideal fuselage has caused only on the lateral axis at pros-
suro-side height = -0.1 a perceptible disturbance in
~n
downwash of “wing alone “ while in the middle at this very
height the fuselage produces no change in downwash.
The reason for the little influencs of the ideal fu- “
selage Is that the lift distribution at a = 3.15° has
been very little affected by the added fuselage.
The effect of propeller running Is best presented by
the lateral axis measurement at height Ch = 0.0. The slip-
stream twist in the downwash is plainly noticeable. The
differences due to the twist are of about the same magni-
tude of *40.. The same is approximately true for the lat-
eral axis curve at height ~h =-0.1, If it is assumed that
the slipstream has removed the hole in the downwash distri-
bution of the reference measurement “wing with fuselage”
of this lateral axis (dashed part of the curve). On con- -.
netting (fig. 24) the centers of the zones of maximum and -
minimum downwash, the connecting line meets the plane of
symmetry of the model about In point Ch = -0.03. Thi S
point should coincide with the slipstream center because
there is scarcely a lateral movement of slipstream (cf.
fig. 25).
E’rom the accord of the ~ points of the ‘reference
model” and of the “model with propeller running” at o% =
(fig. 23) It may further be infe;red t-hat.the sl.ip~tream
center line at a = 3.15° and = 0.2 adapts itself to .
the flow prescribed by the model without propeller. It iS
therefore neither sideways, upward,nor downward deflected.
The answer to the question of validity for any other A
values or propeller loads is found In figure 25. According
to it an increasing r.p.m. is followed by a slight lateral
slipstream deflection to the left and - conformably to the
rising circulation - downward. The opposite tendency is
shown by the slipstream if the propeller windmills.
,
.
—.—
*
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As .to the course of the dawnwaeh on the lateral axis
at height ~h = 0.0, that is, ”at height of,.slipstream axis,
ftgure 23 further Mhriifestgs. asi&e from the already men-
tioned %-cno in which
-though reduced by the wide fusel~-ge
and the wing acting as guide apparatu% - the twist of the
slipstream ocours two other zones may be distinguished.
They lie to the right and left of the slipstream approxl.
-mately between *Eq = 0.14 t,o, 0.45.” In these transition
zones there is a marked rlee of downwash over the right
half of the wing and a somewhat lesser downwash decreas,e
ovsr”the left. half. These de~latione have therefore-the ,
opposite signe of those on the same half due to the twist.
As the senee of rotation of the slipstream changes the do-
viatlonti In the transitlo.n zones themselves change signs.
The counter-rotating downwash changes to both @ales of the
slip-stream are therefore directly related to tha slipstream
rotation (fig. 25).
The total downwash zone of the lateral axes disturbed
by the propeller - that 1s, Into which the disturbances
enter as a result of t~e axial supplementary velocities in
the” slipstream -“ is on the average about twice aO great as
the propeller diameter, while according to Kon-ing (reference
13) this zone should amount to about four times the propel-
s ler diameter. Strictly speaking the disturbed curve ap-
proaches the undisturbed curve asymptotically, although the
limit can be fairly well gaged by the eye.
Mention should also be made of the attempt at simple
qualitative derivation of this downwash distribution from
the lift distribution modified by slipstream twist and sup-
plementary axial slipstream velocity. But it was impossi-
bl,e.to obtain an agreement between the ’theoretical and the
experimental downwash distribution.
. . .
Figures 26 and:.27 (vertical axes) complement figure
23. They indicatie that the downwash changes relative to .
the reference curves on the pressure side are cur~ously .
still traceable at great distance from the” wingt but dis-
appear at shorter distance on the suction side. The same
is seen in. figure 28, which illustrates the angle of down-
wash at height ~h.= *0.2 on two longitudinal axes in the
plane of symmetry. - . ;
u
= ~.eom-. Fi&~e 29 presents the results of downwash
measurenients oti”the lateral axeg at distance. Ct = 1.0 forL
a= 6.80. Hereby ‘A = Q.183 and & correspbndlngly ~lgher
thrust coefficient than at u = 3.150. It IS Cs = 0.436 .
and ca = 1.18.
—- —-— .- — — —
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On comparing figure 28 with figure 29 it will be found
that the curves~ both the reference curves and those talcen
with propeller running are remarkably alike for the same
height position, with exception of Gh = -0.2, for which
the statement scarcely holds.
The latter might be a-ssoclated with the fact that the
height of Eh = -0.2 at dietacce
‘1
= 1.0 is exactly the
height of the free vortex sheet (figs, 30 and 31; also fig.
6). The reference curve of ‘wing with fuselage” at height
~h = -0.2 in figure 29 indicates jags within Cq = -0.25
to +0.25, which probably are traceable to a nonuniform .
lift distribution over the wing roots or to the lateral
keels of the fuselage-wing fillets. On this unstable curve
the downwash changes, due to the slipstream effect, are
built Up. The last cited changes resemble those of the
corresponding lateral axis curve at a = 3.15°, although at
a= 3.150 the lateral axis for Ch = -0.2 already lies
below the free. vortex sheet.
The similarity of the downwash curves of figures 23
and 29 is further restriced by the fact that at increasing
a the slipstream becomes smaller, as exemplified especially l
by the lateral axis curves for ~h = O in figures 23 and 29.
The reduction was at the expense of tho right half of the
superposition due to the twist. Figure 32 (lateral axis
curves at a = 10.6°) manifests the same phenomenon. It is
probably associated with the increasing yaw of the propeller
as a is raised. Fith approximately horizontal propeller
setting the right-side blaae angle is smaller than that of
the left-side blade, as a result of which the centroidal
thrust distribution shifts toward the left (cf. fig. 25).
The downwash curves for the vertical axis in figures30
and 31 do not confirm the statement made for ~ = 3.150,
namely, that the slipstream effect on the pressuro side is
still traceable at great distance away from the wing. now
it rather applies to the suction side, especially to the
right half of the wing outside of the sll~stream.
g = 10.600.- The lateral axis curves of figure 32 (a =
10.6°, ca = 1.411, A = 0.1655, CS = 0.642) again dis-
close a certain resemblance - ag already Indicated - with
the corresponding curves at a = 3.15° and a = 6.80, al-
though accompanied now by stronger deformations, In accord-
ance with the approach to Ca and the pronounced yaw
max
. —
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of the propeller axis. At ch = 0.0 and ch =-0.1, that
is, relatively remote from the free vortex sheet, which it-
self’ lles at-- C~-=---255,5, ‘the resemblance Is still great-
est both as regards the reference curvesand.the curves for
the models with propeller running. But on”hpproachlng the
free vortex eheet the reference curves am well as the down- .
wash curves for the models with propeller running dmnge
quite considerably. If the egmmetrlcal variation of the
reference curve at ~h = -0.2 Is finally explainable with
the markedly changed lift distribution due to the fuselage
a+ great u“ (reference 14) - a lift” increase over the
width of the” fuselage may be deduced - ‘an analyele of the
“ddlmwash curve of the model with propeller running is
scarcely possible yet for ~h = -0.255 (free vortex sheet).
. .
The vertical axis curves of fi&e 33 largely resemble
those,of figure 30, so that fu~damentally they offer nothing
new.
c) Low-Wing Model with Angular ~uselage” “.
“1’igures 34 to 37 present the downwash curves for the
lateral axis of the low-wing model with angular fuselage at
a= -0.6? 3.l&, 6.8% and 10.6°. Comparing these first
with those for the model with ideal fuselage we find: that
the reference measurements of the low-wing models without
propeller running differ considerably, as soon as they are
not too far away fro~ the free vortex sheet, even while a
is still low. While on the low-wing model with ideal fuse-
lage - apart from the greatent angle of attack a = 10.6°,
where tha downwash Increases over a small region - the down-
wash is substantially the same as on ‘wing alonen - the fu-
selage of the low-wing model with angular body manifests a
marked decrease In dOWnWaEdiovdr a comparatively great width.
At the same time a very emall but .~rt.icularly.deep zone -
for example at ~ = 3.15°, .6.80, and 10.6° for ~h.= O.O -
‘ is repeatedly noted next to the usually comparatively wide
a“nd deep upwind sone (as against ‘wing alonem.).
Yigure 38 presente the downwash values of all reference
measurements for the plane of symmetry and ~h = O. At this
10 6°hei ht o~l.Y a ‘. . . . . .
$
IS without abnormal change relative
to wing alone” because at a = 10.6°, ~h = O is very re-
. mote from the vortex sheet.
Examining the reference measurements of the higher .a
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in figures 36 and 37, lying approximately at ~h = -O-255
(level of VOrteX sheet) - at a = 6.80 it lies at Eh =
-0.2, at a = 10.6° at ch = -0.26 - the change in down-
wash approximates ~to 80 as compared to ‘wing alone” while
these discrepancies are surprisingly uniformly distributed
over a range from cq = -0.175 to ~q = +0.175. Yarther
away from the vortex sheet this dlstri,bution Is not so sharp,
but rather more equalized.
The portrayed downwash distribution of the reference
curves Ie again subject to the effects caused by the pro-
peller running. The differences between “reference meas-
urementsit and those with “propeller running” are quite sire.
ilar on both models for lateral axes not too close to the
vortex train. Although this resemblance is not general,
It can be observed repeatedly, for example, at a = 3.150
with Eh = 0.0 or -0.1, at a = 6.80 with ~h = O or
*oml and at u = 10.6° with ~h – O or -().1. If, however,
the lateral axee are on a level with the vortex surface,
there ie neither similarity of the couree of diecrepanciee
nor of the downwash curves with propeller running. Thi S
might be associated with a filling up -of a vortex sink
through the running propeller caused by the angular fuse-
lage in the lift distribution of the low-wing model. Tnis
might also account for the greater average supplementary
downwash valuee on the model with propeller running (sec-
tion D, II, 3).
The measurements on lateral axes with % = O at dif-
ferent revolutions (figs. 39 to 42) disclose In contrast
to figure 25 (low-wing model with ideal fuselage, ~ =
3.150), that the changes to right next to the zone of
twist are surprisingly small. At the left they disappear
altogether, while in figure 25 at least a slight change
could be detected.
The vertical axis measureineats at a = 6.8° in fig-
ures 43 and 44 manifest similarity with the corresponding
measurement only on the left-hand side (SO = -0,12)”02 the
model with ideal fuselage (fig. 30).
The plot of the “lines of equal angle of downwasht’ of
the low-wing model with angular fuselage at a = 6.8° (fig.
45) resembles that of the model with Ideal fuselage (fig.
24, a = 3.150). From the plot, figure 45, togethor with
fleure 1 (side view of low-wing model) It is again observed
..— .-
“. -. .. . ..
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. .
that the sl~pstreain qdapts itself in some fashion to the
.flvowpattern prescribed by the wing.
. . .
. . . .. --, -..*
The longitudinal axis measurements at a = 6.8° (figs.
46 and 47) resemble those of the model with ideal fuselage
(fig. 28) at a = 37160.
.
3.. Magnitude .of Mean Supplementary Downwash . “ ~
.
Due “to “Propeller Slipstream
So far the argument did not include the resultant mean
values of the aownwash, whereas the s.uppleruentary downwash
values, especially those caused by propeller running, are of
special significance. ..
Cq = -0.3 to Cq = +o.3.- Flgure 48 presents for the
.-
“low-wing model with Ideal fusela et’ the planimetrically
obtained mean downwash values + % of the lateral axis ‘
Curves with ~h = 0.0 for the range” of Cq = -0.3 to +0.3
plotted against A, cs, and ca s with the parameters a,
a, and A.
Beg”lnnlng with curve c = f(A) and. parameter u =
. 3.150, the 5 test points - 1 at zero thrust, another with
dec~lerated propeller -.11s except for minor scattering on
a straight line. The latter is drawn so as te give at A =
0.296 - the h valua for %ero thrust according to the drag
measurements of figure 7 . zero supplementary dnnwash.
Hbnc’e the one-sided scatter of the points at zero thrust and
In the decelerated zone. The choice of location of the
straight line is..perhaps’ not altogheter correct, as it also
is conceivable that with zero outward thrust the propeller
actually produceb thrust, but which Is absorbed by the in-
creased drag induced by the slipstream. Aside from the
point “zero thrust n that for !Itorque equal to zero” is aleo
essential. The curve must apparently lie between the two
points. .But as the scatter - at least within the range of
~=o- remalns within measuring..accuracy, we groceeded “
..
In the described manner. Tho btraight lines were” drawn.
through the same point with the coordinates z = O and
A = 0.296 for ‘~= f(A) with the parameters a = 6.8°
and 10.6°. These straight lines allow a convenient and ad-
missible extrapolation in the climbing flight range, or at
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around I = 0.14 with the prescribed ”propeller. Then, as
Is seen, at a = 6.8° + approximately resembling the angle
of attack for climb - the supplementary downwarah amounts
to only about 0.80°. Here CS = 0.8. Thts 0.80° corre-
sponds to 10 percent of the prescribed average for the ref-
erence model “wing with fuselage.n
The supplementary mean angle of downwash ‘~ was
also plotted for A= 0.15 and A = 0.2 as parameter
llwing with fuselage andagainst the lift ca of the model
propeller running.” The relation obmerved in the explored
Ca range is again approximately linear. The sharp rise of
~ with increasing ca is probably associated with the
simultaneously increasing tilt of the propeller axis.
The Curves G = f(ea) are slightly parabolic.
Figure 49 presents the same pictures as figure 47 for
the low-wing model with angular fuselage. On the latter
model the supplementary ~ vallles are materially in-
creased through the running propeller, even though it is
still fnr from the order of nagnitude arrived at by another
source (reference 15). With X = 0.14 the supplementary
angle of downwash is m= 1.50 at maximum ~. As to fig-
ure 49, It should be noted that at small a the departure
from the plotted curves is especially great. The measure-
ments are not exten~ive enough to permit of more accurate
predictions for small a.
FiGures 50 and 51 indicate tho manner In which the
supplementary downwash created by the slipstream Is govorned
by the hel~ht level of the tall. The peak of the curves
lies approximately on a level with the free vortex sheet.
4. Total Mean Angle of Downwash
Supplementary to figures 59 and 51, figures 52 and 53
show the mean angle of dowuwash of the reference models
plotted against the height level of the tall. It will be
noted that in stabilit~ studies the height level of the
tail is apparently of prime importance (cf. section F).
Figure 54 shows the mean angle of domwash for all ref-
erence measurements, averaged for
‘q = -0.3 to +0.3
“ against a, and thus illustrates.the body effect, the tall
. . .
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being alwayn at level Ch = 0.0 (wind-axle syOtem). It
p~bticularly ”reveals.+t~t the ideal fu-sela,ge,wi-thin the - “
sttidied a rangu oreate~ a small additional domiia8b an-””
compared to “wing alone” and the angular fuselage a fairly
strong upwind. .
~lguree 55 and 56 show the total mean angle of down-
wash for both low-wing models plotted against u with the
parameters A = 0.15 and 0.2.
Ylguree 57 and 58 bring the came presentatlone of ~
with tine parameters Cw = O and ‘full throttle.U An.
identical “full throttle polar H aa shown by dotted curve”
in figuree 13 and 14 was assumed.* The curves for C“w.= o
and full throttle are not materially different.
5. Comparison of the Mean Downwash as Obtained by
Detector and Point-by-Point Measurement
E’or the case of downwash distribution as exemplified
b~ the low-wing model with angular fuselage (without
f
re-
peller running at a = 10.6° and Ch = -0.2 (fig. 37 ,
the.mean angle of downwaeh a~ would be obtained with a rec-
k= 1;3 (1’4)tangular deteotor vane of aspect ratio l and
bH
.
span hi = 0~3”b (0.4 .b), .Fas determined mathematically.
The-calculation followed Mu~thoppls method of llft dlstri-
Ihztlon calculud.under the assumption that the change Ih
wind dldectloxi cAn”be equatbd” to a twist of the detdctor:
vane and that the air speed~ie constant. The “results were’
as follows: ; :... .. .
.- .“.. “.. . . .
planimetri~a~ly defined mean! Mean downwash as .co&-
-value of the prescribed -
t
bE tg p.utsd Wath detector
(measured) downwash distrl~ ~ ~ vane”. .“‘ . “
bution
.,..1’, . . . ,“..“
6.83° c).,3 1:3 . ““ ,.””:”6016°. .
a
7,58° 0.4 1:4 -7.310
,.
.. ...... .- ...
*The full throttle polars in figuree 13 and 14 present only
approximate valuee. .. .“..
..
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Measurement with detector vane accordingly gives a
lower figure than with point-by-point measurement. In a
comparison of angles of downwash defined according to dif-
ferent test method this fact should be borne in mind.
IC. VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION IN THE SLIPSTREAM
Figures 59 to 61 show the velocity dietrlbution in
the slipstream of the low-wing model with angular fueelage
at u = 6.80 and the coefficient of advance A = 0.1865
at
‘2 = 1.0. Again the lateral axle measurement indicates
a stronger thrust on the lefb than on the right-hand side.
The slipstream center lies approximately at Ch = 0c03a
~igure 62 illustrates the velocity distribution averaged
over the range of Ca = -0.3 -to +0.3 againet Ch- The
horizontal’ tall surf~ces of an airplane on passing through
the slipstream are, if the angle of attack IS changed, on
the average in a wind of constant mean dynamic pressure,
unless they reach the jet boundary or emerge from it.
In the velocity distribution test, the static pres-”
cure was measured separately from the total head. ~or” the
latter , a pitot-venturi was used of directional .insenei-
tivity within a range of &450 . The etatic tube was turned ,
Into the previously measured flow directioa.
Our velocity distribution measurements In the slip-
stream were confined to the low-wing model with angular P
fuselage and a = 6.8° and A = 0.1865, although for
stability studies (section 5’), tho knowledge of the Uddi- .
tional velocity in the slipstream - whose mean value re-
“ ferred to lateral tall axis is according to figure 62,
approximately unaffected by the height level of the tail -
of both models and at several a and A Is necessary.
Theee additionally needed values were mathematically approx-
imated on the basis
of u or the model
The additional
downstream .from the
w
of an assumed dependence of A ‘but-not
form.
axial velocity In the slipstream far
propeller is
ka(l’+ 2~ “
v 1’
2A4[:- ( )1lnl+—-
L ~a ha J
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for a ‘prop eller. with minimum energy .loss” -(reference 16). .
0Thi.s.formnla,ls,- indicated by the curve 1. in figure 63.
The dependence of A “and k~ being assumed as sho.wu in
figure 4 on the basis of the polar measurement (dotted
q=
curve ). Through the moan value of — ohtalned for tho
qo .
.
low-wing model with angular fuselage at u = 6.8° and
A = 0.1865 we then drew a curve which results from affine
ovariation of curve 1 . The enhuing curve. 20 presents
approximately the dependence of
.~/qo on A for the in-
vestigated low-wing models.
3’. APPLICATION 03’ ml! RESULTS TO STABILITY IlWBSTIGATIO19S
In a statically longitudinally stable airplane, the
horizontal tail surfaces must, If the angle of attack of
the airplane is changed, produce a restoring moment, that
dM
is, — must be positive. The moment Is
da
qHL
*HL =u~— Collst. .
qo
aa the angle of attack of. ths.horizontal tall surface, If
aar represents the angle of attack of tho wing referred
to zero lift direction and the- zero lift direction of the
horizontal tall aurfacee relative to.the sero lift direct-
ion of the wing has ~ as angle of settlngi The orite~
rion for the stability then reads as
. .
. .
,“
‘HL .
provided —.
q.
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‘HL
This factor — is constant if A is a constant, for “ex-
qo
‘HL
ample, for the%eference meaerarementn at which — may be
q~
put = 1.
Considering, on the contrary, polars with the param.
eters “Cw = 0“ and ‘full throttlen then
‘3L
> 1 and equally dependent on a. The procedure In these
qo qHL
cases was to put — = 1 and use a smaller angle of down.
qo
wash aw* which in a way producos the actually greater re.
turning moment. The expression for aw* reads:
or
‘HL
%* = aaer - ‘HL —
q.
Now the stability criterion reads as
dld d aw*
—=1-—
da da
..
It should be observed that the height level of the
tail is different at the different angles of attack. In
the following example, it Is assumed at En = +0.1 for
a= 00, Every angle of attack has a different
‘h
fixed
in wind direction. Figures 50 to 53, which show Cq by
dot and dash can be used to estabiish the relation of
~ %0 A (and Ca) (figs. 64 and 65) from which the re-
lated values of ~ and a for body-fixed horizontal tail
—------ ..-.-..
.—.
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surfaces with parameters A = const. , cw = O and full
throttle ~? Be re.avd. .The relaited A value of any other
pa-ir”o?” values wae obtained from the polar diagramn or
from figures 7 and 10. In both tail arrangements, the-hor-
izontal tall surface doen not move out of the slipstream
an a cloeer examination of the lateral axlg downwash curves
discloeed (figs. 23, 29, 32, 34 to 37), FIO that at lant
~
with the
— values of figure 62 the graphs of the rela-
!10
tionship between
.,
aw* and cc coul”d be .devaloped. “ “
Figure 66 prenents such a graph for the low-wing model-
with angular fus?lage and body-fixed tall. “
dd.
~lgure. 67 shows —= f(a). S1’orcomparison the” stabil-
dM da
ity valuen — were plotted al~o Tor constant ch = o (fig.
+
da
68). This arrangement is termed “wind-fixed” as against the
normal ‘tbody-flxedll system. The grapha disclose the follow-
ing:
dld
a) On a wind-fixed horizontal tail surface, the —
da
values are usually higher than on one that is body-fixed.
This result can be explained with the fact that with wind-
fixed arrangement the horizontal tail surface is far removed
from the vortex sheet and this distance increases with “the
angle of attack.
b) For wind-fixed horizontal tall surface, all curves -
so long as Ca Iis not-approached - lie abovo tihe refer-
max
ence curve; or in other words, there Is In every case a sta-
bility gain relative to the reference model. On approaching
%aX the curve for ‘full throttleti drops below the reference
curve, but then very considerably. . On the body-fixed hori-
zontal tail eurface on the other hand, the llkowlse very
steep, full~throttle curve meets the reforencc curve at a
much lower angle of attack (u = 6.80); then the stability
Is deficient in the climbing range.
~...- ........ . .... .------. ..+--------.’..--~. ..* ,.
From this it becomes apparent that the stability of”an
airplane can.be Improved if, in order to chhge the angle’of
attaok, the” wing IS rotatod.with respect to” the body” r~ther
. . ,
.. .
—
—. . .. . .
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than the whole alrplape. * It Is possible that on account
of the unchanged position of fuselage and slipstream a fur.
ther improvement In stability can be effected, because with
ruqning propeller a portion of the additional downwash Is
probably due to the turning of the slipstream and the lift
distribution at greater wing incidence relatlve to the fuee-
lage acts with increasing u in the sense of a downwash re-
duction - through the created sink In the lift distribution.
3’igure 69 presents the change in pitching moment of the
low-wing model with ideal fuselage for the case of body-fixed
horizontal tail surface.
This presentation affords a comparison of the two low-
wing models as regards stability (figs. 67 and 69). The ref-
erence measurements give an appreciabl~ higher stability to
the modol with angular fuselage. The curves with the param-
eters II~ = on
w
and ‘1A= const. = C).185511 manifest no rad-
ical departure. Thus the drawback of the ideal fuselage in -
the comparison of the reference measurements is approximately
neutralized again. But for the full-throttle polar the model
with angular fuselage Is distinctl~ superior, especially at
large angles of attack. This finding which is in accord
with oxperienco in actual practico (reference 17) “is partic-
ularly remarkable in view of the fact that the additional an-
gle of downwash ~ due to tho slipstream is greater on
the model with angular fuselage than on that with ideal fu-
selage. It is also worthy of note that an identical pair of
values of Ca and Cw on the different low-wing models had
a different A and ks value. In other words: the greater
stability of the model with angular fuselage is obtained at
the expense of power loss. The same holds true for the mod-
els without propoller running, as seen from the polars of
figures 2, 13, and 14.
Translation by J. Vanier,
National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics.
*The effect of angle-of-attack change could also be produced
by slots and flaps on wings moved about the spar axis Instead
of with respect to the fuselage. Perhaps a slotted wing
might be developed whose slots would be merely turned in
place of an elevator deflection.
.—
,.
/
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Figure 1.- Investlgate& forms of wings and fuselages.
Figure 2.- Polars of”the figure 1 models without propeller;
E’tgure 3.- The employed 2.blade propeller.
IPigure 4.- Propeller performance characteristics.
Yigure 5.- Downwash on superposed lateral axes in tall
proximity (theory and different test methods).
,
Figure 6.- Downwaeh on a vertical axis in proximity of the
tail (theory and various test methods).
Figure 7.m- Drag coefficients of low-wing modol .wlth ideal
fuselage and propeller running.
Figure 8.- Lift coefficients of model with ideal fuselage
and propeller running.
~iguro 9.- Pitching momont coefficient of modol with ideal
fuselage and propeller running.
I’lgure 10~. Drag coofficiente of modal with angular fugolage
and propeller running.
I’igure 11.- Lift coefficients of aodel with ”a~flular fuselage
and propellor running.
B’igure.12.-” Pitching-moment coefficients of model with angu-
lar ‘fuselage and propeller running.. . -
~lgure 13.- Polars for model with Ideal fuselage and propel-
. .ler running.
S’lgure 14.- Polar’s of low-wing model with angular fueelage
and propeller running.
Figure 15.- Effect of finite wi.ng.chord on downwash.
““Figure 16.- Dlrectional changes within the open jet of the
‘emall tunnels’ of the AVA, “G6ttingen (elliptical cone.).
Ylgqre 17.- ..Lift dlstr..ibuti.on.of the atud~ed quasi-taper wing.
Figure 1.8.- Downwash on a vertical axis of the elliptical
wing of earlier testE (reference 1).
.
—-.
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.Figure 19.- Oownwash on longitudinal axis near the plane
of symmetry (flual-tube record).
lfigure 20.- Upper limit of downwash for different wing
contours.
Figure 21.- Maxlmum downwash on tapered wing (dual-tube
record). .
Figure 22.- Aaximum downwesh on elliptical wing in earlier
test (reference 1). (Dual-tube record. )
Elgure 23.- Angle of downmasti. on lateral axes at different
height levels (low-wing model with ideal fusela%o and
x
ropoller running; a = 3.15°; ca = 0.915; .cl = 1.O:
= 0.203).
~igure 24.- Llnes of equal an~le of downwash (low-wing
model, Ideal fuselaGo, p;opeller running; ~ = 3.15°;
Ca = 0.915; cl =. 1.0; = 0.203).
Figure 25.- Angle .~fdownwash on ,the lateral axis at height
level of wing for ilifferer.t coofficiocts of advance
(low-wing model, Ideal fuselage, propeller running;
a= 3.15°; Ca = C.915; ~1 = 1.0; ‘h = ()). \
Figure 2?6.- Angle of downwash on a vertical axis in-plane
of symmetry (model with ideal fuselage and propeller
running; a = 3.150; ca ~= 0.915; Et = 1.0; Eq = O;
A = 0.203).
Figure 27.- Angle of downwash on two vertical axes through
the slipstream (~odel with ideal fuselage and propeller
running; a = 3.15°; Ca = 0.915; c1 = 1.0; A = 0.203).
Figure 28.- Angle of downwash on two longitudinal axes in
plane of symmetry (model with ideal fuselage and propol-
ler running; a = 3.150; Ca = 0.915; Cq = 0; A = 0.203)0
d Figure 29.- Anglo of dovnwash on lateral axes at dlfforont
height levels (model with Ideal fusGla~e and propeller
running; a = 6.8°; Ca = 1.18; Cl= 1.0; A= 0.183).
Figure 30.- Anglo of downwash on two vertical axes through
the slipstream (model with ideal fuselage and propeller
. running; a= 6.8°; Ca = 1.18: iL= 1.0: A= 0.183).
I’igure 31.- Angle of downwash on two vertical axes through
— ..—-.. ..—. -- ------ — .— ——.— —.—.- .
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the disturbed downwash zones left and right of slipstream
.+ ,..~m~~el with Ideal,funolage.and propeller running; ~ =
. ; ‘a = 1.18; ‘2 = 1.0; A = 0.183).
P Igure 32.- Angle of downwash on lateral axes at differentheight -levels (model with Ideal fuselage, propeller run-
ning; a = 10.6°; Ca = 1.411; Cg = 1,0; A = Q.1655).
Figure 33.- Angle of downwash on two vertical axes through “
the slipstream (model with Ideal fuselage and propellor:
running; a = 10.6°; Ca = 1.411; 61 = 1.0; A = 0.1655).
d Figure 34.- Angle of downwash on lateral axes at differentheight levels (model with Ideal fuselage, propeller run-
ning; a= -0.6°; Ca = 0.635; cl = 1.0; A = 0.222).
/ Yigure 35.- Angle of downwash on lateral axes at different
position levels (low-wing model with angular fuselage
and propeller running; a = 3.15°; Ca = 0.915; c1 = 1.0;
A = 0.206). .
J Figure -36.- Angle of downwash on lateral axee at different
position levels (low-wing model with angular fuselage
and propeller running; a = 6.80; ca = 1.18; c1 = 1.0;
A = 0.1885).
d‘Mlgure 37.- Angle of downwash on lateral axes at differentposition levels (low-wing .model with angular fuselage and
propeller running; a = 10.60; Ca = 1.411; c1 = 1.0;
A = 0.1705). ..
Yigure 38.- Amount of angle of downwash in a point of the
plane of symmetry at wing level of the models without
propeller running (~h = O (wind-fixed); c1 = 1.0).
/Ylgure 39 .- Angle of downwash on lateral axis at wing level
for different coefficients of advance (low-wtng model,
angular fuselage and propeller running; a = -0.6°;
Ca = 0.635; cl = 1.0; ~h= O).
~Flgure 40.- Angle of downwakh on lateral axis at wing level
for different coefficients of advance (low-wing model,
angular fuselage and propeller running; a = 3.15°;
Ca = 0.915; c1 = 1.0; th= O).
~?igure 41.- Angle of downwash .on lateral axis at wing level
for different coefficients of advance (low-wing” model,
angular fuselage apd propeller running; a = 5.8°:
‘a = 1.18; CZ = 1.0; ~h= O).
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/’ Figure 42. - Aaglo of downwaeh on lateral axis at wing levelfor different coefficients of advance (low-mlng model,
angular fuselage, and propeller runnin~; a = 10.60;
Ca = 1.411; cl = 1.0; ~h-= O).
11’igure43.- Anqle of downwash on”a vertical axis In the
piano of symmetry (low-wing model, angular fuselngo,
and propeller running; a = 6.8°; Ca = 1.18; Cq = O;
A = 0.1885).
Figure 44.- Angle of downwash on two vertical axes through
slipstream (low-wing nodel, angular fuselage, and pro-
peller running; ~ = 6.8°; ca = 1.18;
‘2
= 1.0;
A = 0.1885).
Ylgure 45C- Linos of equal anglo of dow~wash (iOW-Ving
a~odel, angular fusclag~, and propoller runnic~; ~ =
S.80; Ca = 1.13;
‘1 = 1.0; A = 0.1385).
Figure 46.- Curve of angle of downwash on two lo~gitudinal
axes i~ plane of symfiotry (low-wing aodol, angular fuse-
l~g~, and propoller running; a = 6.0°; Ca = 1.18;
c~ =
o; A = 0.1895).
Eiguro 47.- Aagle of dowawasi on two longitudinal axes at
wing level through t“ae propeller slipstream (low-wing
model , angular fuselage, and propoller running; a =
6.80; Ca = 1.18;
~h = O; X = 0.1885),
~Figure 43. - Mean additional angle of downvrash created by
the slipstream (low-wtng model, ideal fuselage, and pro-
peller running; Ch = O (wind-flxed~ c1 = 1.0; Cq
from -0.3 to +0.3).
~igure 49.- hean additional angle of downwash creased by
the slipstream (low-wing model, angular fuselage, and
propeller running; ~h = O (wind-fixed]; Et = 1.0;
‘q “from -0.3 tO +0.3).
Yigure 50.- Mean additional angle of downwash due to slip-
stream against tall level (low-wing model with ideal
fuselage and propellor running).
Tigure 51.- itean additional anglo of downwash due to sltp-
stroam against tall level (low-wing model with angular
fuselage and propeller running). ..
I’lgure 52.- Mean angle of downwash of low-wing madel with-
.
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out propeller against height level of tall (low-wing
model with Ideal fuselage; Ez= 1..0”: Cq from -0.3 to
+-0.3~ ybfbr”bnc-ti”rn~as~e”metit).
Eigure 63;- Mean angle of downwash of low-wing model with-
out propeller against height level of tall (low-wing
model with angular fuselage; c
P
= 1.0; cq from -0.3
to +0.3; reference measurement . “.
E’igure 54.. iiean angle of downwash of low-wing model with-
out propeller against a (~h = O (wind-f~xed); cl =
1.0;
‘q from -0.3 to +0.3). .
Figure 55.- Mean angle of downwash of low-wing model with
propeller running against a (low-wing model i~eal fu-
selage ~h = O, wind-fixed;
‘1
= 1.0;
‘q
from -0.3
to + 0.3). “
Figure 56.- Mean angle of downwasll of low-wing model with
propeller running against a (low-wing model , angular
f~Selage; ~h = ~ (wind-”fixed); c1 = 1.0; Cq from
-0.3 to + 0.3).
l’i~ure 57.- tiean angle of downwash of low-wing model with
propeller running against a (low-wing model, ideal
fuselage, c
9
= O (wind-fixed); Cl = 1.0; Eq ~from
-0.3 to “+0. ).
Figure 58.- Mean angle o: downwash of low-wing model with
propeller running against a (low-wing model, angular
fuselage; ch = O (wind-fixed): ~1 = 1.0: ~a from
. .
-0.3 to +0.3).
Figure 59.- Veloclty distribution in slipstream
model> angular fuselage, propeller running;
Ca = 1.18; c1 = 1.0; Ch = O; ~ = 0.1865).
Figure 60.- Veloolty distribution in slipstream
model, angular fuselage, propellc3r running;
Ca = 1,18; Cl= 1.0: cq = O; } = 0.1865).
(low-wing
a = 6.800;
(lOW:W:;:
a= . ;
Figure .61.- Llnes of equal voloclty slipstream @ow-wing
model with angular fuselage and propeller running; a =
6.8°; ~a = 1.18;
‘2 = 1.0; h= 0.1865).
~iguro 62.- liean dynamic pressure disitrlbutod in slipstream
ii. “—- —
. .
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(low-wing model, angular fu”selage, propeller running;.
a “= 6.80; Ca = 1.18; cl = 1.0; A = 0.1865).
Figure 63.- Supplementary axial velocity In slipstream.
Figure 64.- tiean additional angle of downwash due to slip-
stream (low-wing uodel, ideal fuselage, propeller run-
nl~g; Ch = body-fixed;
c1
= 1.0; ~q froa -0.3 to
+0.3).
Figure 55.: Aean additional angle of downwash due to slip-
stream (low-wing nodol, angular fuselage, propeller ru-
nirig’;. ~h = body-fixed;
‘2
= 1.0;
‘q
from -0.3 to
+0,3).
Figure 66.- Apparent angle of downwash against a (low-
wing model with angular fuselage and propeller running;
~h = body-fixed; El = 1.0; Cq from -0.3 to +0.3).
Yigure 67.- Stability coefficients (low-w~ng model; angular
fuselage, propeller running; ~h = body-fixed; Cl =
1.0; Cq from -0.3 to + 0.3).
~igure 68.- Stability coefficients (low-winq model; angular
fuselage, propeller running: ~h = O (wind-fixed):
~2 = ~“o; % from -0.3 to +0.3).
Figure 69.- Stability coefficients (low-winR zodel with
ideal fuselage and propeller running; Ch = body-fixed;
‘2 = 1.0; Cq from -0.3 to +0.3).
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